The Age Of Jackson

Across
3. Undistinguished commoner lacking class or rank distinction or special attributes
12. Act passed by congress on May 28, the law authorized the president to negotiate with southern tribes for removal to federal territory west of the Mississippi River
14. A principle of United States policy originated by president James Monroe in 1828
15. Struggle that developed over the issue of the second bank of the united states during the Andrew Jackson administration

Down
1. Political philosophy of U.S president Andrew Jackson and his supporters
2. A series of forced removals of Native American from their homelands in the southeastern United States
4. The 7th president of the united states
5. Use of insults and accusations with the aim of damaging the reputation of an opponent
6. Practice in which the political party winning an election rewards its campaign workers and other active supporters by appointment to government posts
7. A person who is the legal property of another and is forced to obey them
8. The inventor of the cotton gin
9. Tax on imported goods
10. Constitutional right to reject a decision or proposal made by a lawmaking body
11. A machine for separating cotton from its seeds
13. Withdraw formally from membership in a federal union